


8:00 PM
AT THE LOUNGE BAR

IT’S
TIME

FOR YOUR
HAPPY HOUR



CROSS
IT’S TIME FOR YOUR HAPPY HOUR

For those who cannot wear fl ip-fl ops or simply for those

who prefer an alternative style, we studied a model with two cross-band uppers

that reminds of the old comfortable sandals. 

What our Cross sandal off ers is certainly comfort and safety,

it ensures the foot a fi rm hold and at the same time let it breathe. 

The insole is anatomical and the sole has a good grip even in wet conditions

thanks to its design, which reproduces the tread of a rain tire

and to its softness and fl exibility. 

Enjoy Cross choosing from over 40 colours and create

endless colour combinations of soles and uppers! 

Cross is 100% Made in Italy, made in PVC.



CROSSED UPPER

GRIP

Crossed straps make this article particularly suitable for those who do not love fl ip-fl ops!
They tie your feet, following every movement and ensuring comfort and stability.

Cross is a young and trendy version of the slipper used by our grandparents
and which has currently become a must.

The sole, which reproduces the tread of rain tires, is a unique feature that distinguishes
some of our best sellers. This characteristic ensures excellent grip,

stability and security even in wet conditions.



COLOURS

MADE IN ITALY

The wide range of colours that we off er allows you to personalize your shoes as you prefer,
even combining more variation of tone on the same item. You can have your Cross

in any colour of our chromatic scale, and create new funny combinations
by mixing up to three diff erent colors.

Our slippers are entirely designed, manufactured and packed in Italy by Henry and Henry ®.
They are made of non-toxic and phthalate-free PVC in compliance

with the safety standards



COLOURS

RED 48

ORANGE FLUO 37

GREEN 56

GREEN 47

LILAC 21PLUM 69

RED 55

ORANGE 54

GREEN 52

GREEN 8

AZURE 46

ORANGE 1

YELLOW FLUO 38

GREEN FLUO 36

GREEN 10



AZURE 50 ROYAL 22

BLACK 30

NAVY 28

WHITE 31DARK BROWN 29

BICOLOUR

GREEN 7
PETROLEUM 11

PURPLE 20
GREEN 7



GRAPHICS

ANIMALS
LEOPARD

ANIMALS
ANACONDA

METROPOLIS
NEW YORK

METROPOLIS
LAS VEGAS

METROPOLIS
ROME

METROPOLIS
TOKYO



PATTERN
PESCI

LEOPARD
RED - BLUE

FLOWERS
MIX FIORI

LEOPARD
FUCHSIA - YELLOW

LEOPARD
GREEN - FUCHSIA



Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 120
48034 Fusignano Ravenna, Italy

T. +39 0545 52557
F. +39 0545 50476

E. info@henryandhenryshoes.com
W. www. henryandhenryshoes.com

E-COMMERCE

www.henryandhenryshop.com


